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Abstract—Objective: This paper uses a simple optogenetic
model to compare the timing distortion between a randomlygenerated target spike sequence and an externally-stimulated
neuron spike sequence. Optogenetics is an emerging field of
neuroscience where neurons are genetically modified to express
light-sensitive receptors that enable external control over when
the neurons fire. Methods: Two different measures are studied
to measure the timing distortion. The first measure is the delay
in externally-stimulated spikes. The second measure is the root
mean square error between the filtered outputs of the target
and stimulated spike sequences. Results: The mean and the
distribution of the distortion are derived in closed form when the
target sequence generation rate is sufficiently low. The derived
results are verified with simulations. Conclusion: The proposed
model and distortion measures can be used to measure the
deviation between neuron spike sequences that are prescribed
and what can be achieved via external stimulation. Significance:
Given the prominence of neuronal signaling within the brain
and throughout the body, optogenetics has significant potential to
improve the understanding of the nervous system and to develop
treatments for neurological diseases. This work is a step towards
an analytical model to predict whether different spike trains were
observed from the same external stimulus, and the broader goal
of understanding the quantity and reliability of information that
can be carried by neurons.
Index Terms—Neurons, optogenetics, root mean square error,
timing distortion

I. I NTRODUCTION
The nervous system is the most complex system of the
human body, and understanding it is considered to be one
of the biggest challenges in all of biology; see [2, Ch. 45].
Its neural network creates up to 1014 connections within the
brain and controls bodily functions such as muscle contraction.
The transfer of information is not entirely internal; sensory
neurons, such as those in the retina, generate and propagate
signals in response to external stimuli.
There is significant interest in developing methods to precisely control the external excitation of neurons, which could
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help improve our understanding of the nervous system and
develop treatments for neurological diseases. One prominent
example is the emerging field of optogenetics; see [3]. Optogenetics uses a relatively simple genetic modification to induce
a neuron to express light-sensitive receptors on its membrane.
These light-gated receptors can then be used to adjust the ion
current across the membrane, which enables a light source to
alter the membrane’s electrical potential and control when it
fires. Experiments in [4], [5] identified opsin-based receptors
such as Channelrhodopsin (ChR) to be particularly suitable for
optogenetic studies, due to its simplicity (requiring only one
protein) and its compatibility for implanting in living animals,
as first demonstrated with the worm C. elegans in [6].
From a communication perspective, nanoscale stimulators
were proposed in [7], [8] to control neurons and interface with
a neural network. [9] proposed that such stimulators could be
implemented using optogenetics and be implanted for long
term use. More generally, the notion of precise neural control
raises questions about the quantity and reliability of information that can be carried using neurons. Information-theoretic
analysis of a single ChR receptor in [10] showed that it has
a remarkable capability to receive information. However, the
information propagated by neurons is typically observed via
the pulses that fire and not the behavior of individual receptors.
Researchers typically measure the number and timing of fired
pulses or “spikes”; see [11], [12]. The importance of timing
has been demonstrated in [13], where neural spike timing
patterns in songbirds were manipulated with millisecond-scale
variations to control respiratory behavior.
As described in [11], the timing of spikes does not need to
be perfect to carry information correctly; the same external
stimulus can result in slightly different timing patterns in
different neurons. Experimental data in [14] showed timing
patterns with individual spikes that deviated by up to tens of
milliseconds. Furthermore, spike timing patterns can change
as they propagate along connected neurons; see [15]. We are
interested in the statistical modeling of deviations in spike
sequences to assess how likely different sequences are carrying
the same information. As a first step, in this paper we measure
how effectively we could externally stimulate a spike train to
match some desired or “target” spike train.
In consideration of optogenetics, we model an ideal neuron
that is charged by a light source under the integrate-andfire model described in [16]. Although the integrate-and-fire
neuron model is not as realistic as more robust models, such
as those reviewed in [17], it is a good starting point because
its simplicity lends itself to analytical tractability. We adapt
the metrics-based approach for natural responses to external
stimuli (reviewed in [11]) to compare the target and generated
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sequences by measuring the “distance” between them. In the
context of this work, the distance between the sequences is
a distortion between the train that we can generate and the
target train. In practice, for a certain distortion metric, a
threshold distortion should exist below which the pertinent
information in the spike train can be recovered, i.e., a nonzero level of distortion should be acceptable. We only consider
the generation of the spike train at the sensory neuron; we
do not model the propagation of spikes along the neuron or
their re-generation in adjacent neurons. Recent works in these
directions include [18] and [19], [20], respectively.
Since there are different ways to encode information in a
spike train sequence, we are interested in studying different
types of distortion metrics. However, to facilitate statistical
analysis, we assume that the timing of the spikes in the target
spike train is a memoryless process, i.e., a homogeneous
Poisson process in continuous time. Spike trains have been
modeled as or compared with homogeneous Poisson processes
in [21], [9], [22], [8], [23]. Spike trains have also been modeled
as non-homogeneous Poisson processes (see [8], [24], [25],
[26], [15]), such that the arrival rate is time-varying, but we
focus on a homogeneous Poisson process for ease of analysis.
From this perspective, we make the following contributions:
1) We study two classes of distortion metrics. First, we
consider a simple delay-based metric, where we measure
both the delay due to an individual spike and the total
delay from the entire target spike train. Second, we
consider filter-based metrics, which measure the timing
distortion as the `p norm between the filtered output of
the target and generated sequences. We focus on the root
mean square error (RMSE; i.e., the `2 norm) and derive
the distortion for any target spike train.
2) We derive the mean and distribution of the distortion,
under the assumptions of memoryless target spike timing
and a low target spike generation rate. We analytically
derive the distribution of the delay of an individual spike
and the RMSE with a filter that has 1 tap. We use normal
approximations for the distributions of the cumulative
delay and the RMSE with 2 or more filter taps.
3) We verify our derivations by comparing our analytical
results with simulated spike train sequences. Generally,
our derivations are more accurate when the target spike
generation rate is low relative to the charging time.
Our work extends preliminary results that we presented
in [1]. In [1], we measured the RMSE distortion and its
expected value for filters with 1 or 2 taps. We did not consider
an arbitrary finite number of filter taps, delay distortion, or
distortion distributions, as we do in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the neuron firing model. We analyze the delay
distortion metric in Section III. We analyze the filter-based
distortion metrics in Section IV. We verify our derivations with
simulations in Section V and conclude this work in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a system consisting of a light source and a
single neuron with multiple light-sensitive receptors on its

surface. The light source can illuminate the neuron, which
opens the receptor ion channels located on its surface and
increases its internal potential until it fires.
For the sake of analysis, we will make several (mostly
realistic) assumptions about this process:
1) The light source is either on or off, which can be appropriate for lasers or LEDs (both common in optogenetics;
see [3]). We assume that the wavelength of light is within
the excitation spectrum of the receptors1 .
2) The process of a receptor opening is stochastic (e.g.,
see [5], or detailed analytical models in [29]), but we
assume that the overall current is equal to its expected
plateau value Ion when the light is on, which can be
on the order of 100 pA or more; see [29], [30]. This
assumption is appropriate if the number of receptors on
the neuron is sufficiently large.
3) The neuron uses the integrate-and-fire model from [16]
with capacitance C and threshold τ . Typical parameter
values are C = 11.5 pF (see [30]) and τ = 85 mV (see
[17], [31]). The integrate-and-fire model provides analytical simplicity (i.e., we can assume a fixed charging
time) at the expense of some fidelity. Alternative models,
including those reviewed in [17], capture the membrane
potential dynamics in greater detail, e.g., modeling the
refractory period after the neuron fires.
4) Time is discretized into slots of ∆t that are shorter than
the time necessary to charge the neuron. Specifically,
there exists an integer nmin such that the integrate-andfire threshold satisfies
Ion ∆t
.
(1)
τ = nmin
C
In continuous time, the minimum firing time is tmin =
nmin ∆t, which is on the order of 10 ms or less when using the aforementioned parameter values. For analytical
convenience, we apply the continuous time model when
analyzing the delay-based distortion in Section III and
the discrete time model when analyzing the filter-based
distortion in Section IV.
Based on these assumptions, our model is as follows:
• Let V (t) represent the neuron potential (relative to its
resting potential) as a function of time. From assumptions
1 to 3, when the light is on, the neuron behaves as an
ideal capacitive circuit with a current Ion . Thus, if the
light is on from time t1 to t2 , then the change in potential
V (t2 ) − V (t1 ) is
Z
Ion (t2 − t1 )
1 t2
V (t2 ) − V (t1 ) =
Ion dt =
. (2)
C t1
C

•

If the light is off, then the current is zero, so V (t2 ) −
V (t1 ) = 0.
From assumption 3, once V (t) exceeds the threshold τ ,
the neuron fires and V (t) is immediately reset to zero2 .

1 Future work could also consider the optical wavelengths used; opsins with
different excitation spectra have been identified, and these could be used to
create orthogonal signaling channels; see [27], [28].
2 A neuron refractory period could be included by increasing n
min (or tmin )
as needed. The remaining analysis would be unaffected.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the neuron model with integrate-and-fire. In this
example, nmin = 3, i.e., spikes must be separated by at least 3∆t. In each
interval when the light source is on, the voltage increases by ∆V . Once the
threshold τ = 3∆V is reached, the neuron fires and resets to V (t) = 0.
Even though this model can hold a charge indefinitely (see the second time
step), this unrealistic feature is not critical in this paper because we stimulate
the neuron continuously from its resting potential until it fires.

•

From assumption 4, we say in discrete-time that the light
is synchronized with a clock and is either on or off for
an entire interval ∆t. Then from (2) we define ∆V as
∆V = V (t + ∆t) − V (t) =

Ion ∆t
,
C

(3)

when the light source is on. Finally, since τ = nmin ∆V
from (1), the light must be on for nmin slots in order for
the neuron to fire. This is depicted in Fig. 1. Analogously,
in continuous time, the light must be on for tmin seconds
for the neuron to fire.
In this work, we are interested in using the light source to
generate a train of spikes to match a target sequence, given
that we are constrained by the time for the neuron to charge
and fire. This matching problem is demonstrated in Fig. 2. We
assume there is a target spike train ~u that we define by the
timing of its individual spikes, i.e., ~u = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uM },
where ui is the time slot during which the ith spike fires.
Without loss of generality, the firing times in ~u are in nondecreasing order. We assume that ~u is known a priori. We may
not be able to generate ~u perfectly, but instead we use the light
source to generate the sequence ~v = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vN }. The
only constraint on neuron firing times in ~v that we consider
is the time needed for the neuron to charge to the threshold
voltage τ . Since ~u is known a priori, we can turn on the light
source and begin charging the neuron before the corresponding
target firing time. As long as a given target spike occurs at least
nmin slots (or tmin seconds) after the previous spike, then we
can generate a corresponding spike at the precise target time.
Thus, if a sequence has a maximum spike generation frequency
whose period is greater than tmin , then we can generate the
sequence perfectly. This is a simplified and ideal generation
model but it facilitates tractable analysis in this paper.
If we are unable to generate the target sequence perfectly,
then this does not imply that ~u is physically unrealizable or
that ~u does not contain biologically relevant information. The
speed at which we can charge the neuron is a function of the
overall current Ion , which is constrained by the intensity of
the light source and the number of light-sensitive receptors;
see [29]. Furthermore, it is common for neurons to multiplex
signals from multiple input neurons (e.g., see [32]), and in
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Fig. 2. Example of target sequence matching in discrete time, where the
generated sequence is constrained by a charging time of nmin = 3 slots. Slots
are labeled chronologically and colored when there is a spike at the start of
the slot. The target sequence has 4 pulses (shown in blue). The generated
sequence can match the first 2 pulses (green, in the 2nd and 5th slots), but
the final 2 pulses (yellow, in the 8th and 11th slots) have a delay of one slot.

such a case it could be that the superposition of inputs leads
to an ideal output signal that isn’t realizable, even though the
information is biologically relevant.
Our goal in this paper is to measure the “distance” of the
sequence ~v from the sequence ~u, subject to a distance or
distortion measure d (~u, ~v ). Obviously, if all spikes in ~u are
separated by at least nmin slots or tmin seconds, then we can
generate ~v = ~u and we should have d(~u, ~v ) = 0. To make our
formulation as general as possible, we do not always precisely
describe how to generate ~v , but we usually assume that we can
write the firing time of the ith spike in ~v as
vi = max{ui , vi−1 + nmin }

(4)

in discrete time, such that the sequences have the same length,
and we replace nmin with tmin in continuous time. The initial
spike in ~v is always v1 = u1 .
An alternative approach to defining ~v would be to consider
a candidate sequence w
~ = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wN }. If W is the set
of such sequences, then a necessary and sufficient condition
for w
~ ∈ W is that spikes in w
~ are separated by at least tmin
(in continuous time) or nmin (in discrete time). We could then
optimize ~v by finding the “closest” sequence in w,
~ i.e.,
~v = arg min d (~u, w)
~ .
w∈W
~

(5)

Such an optimization problem is distinct from (4) and might
include skipping a spike in order to match other spikes (e.g.,
in Fig. 2, we might not generate a pulse in the 8th slot in
order to generate a pulse in the 10th slot). This would be an
interesting problem for future work.
III. D ELAY D ISTORTION M ETRIC
In this section, we assume (4) and measure the distortion
as the delay between target spikes in ~u and the corresponding
generated spikes in ~v . Thus, the distortion increases linearly
with the delay. The distortion di (ui , vi ) of the ith spike is
di (ui , vi ) = vi − ui ,

(6)

and, since vi > ui , the distortion is always non-negative. We
can immediately
PM write the total (cumulative) delay distortion as
d (~u, ~v ) = i=1 di (ui , vi ), where we assume that the lengths
of the two sequences are equal, i.e., N = M .
In the remainder of this section, we derive the mean and
distribution of the delay, where the spikes in ~v follow (4). We
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first consider the delay associated with an individual spike in
~v . Then, we derive the total delay. We assume that the spikes in
the target sequence ~u follow a Poisson process in continuous
time with constant rate λT , but that the target generation rate
is sufficiently low such that the delay in generating the current
pulse in ~v is only a function of the generation time of the
immediately previous pulse. Thus, there should be no more
than two target pulses within any time interval of length 2tmin
(which is not strictly true for a real Poisson process) and the
range of the delay for one spike is approximated as [0, tmin ).
The time separating consecutive target pulses is ui −ui−1 = ti ,
which is an exponential random variable with mean 1/λT .
A. Single Spike Delay
Based on our model, d1 (u1 , v1 ) = 0. The average delay
di (ui , vi ) for any later spike is
di (ui , vi ) = E{di (ui , vi )}
= Pr{ti < tmin } · E{tmin − ti |ti < tmin }
≈ (1 − exp(−λT tmin ))
× [tmin − E{ti |ti < tmin }],

(7)

where E{·} is the expectation, (7) accounts for the fact that
di = 0 if ti ≥ tmin , and the approximation in (7) and the
remaining equations in this section comes from the assumption
that λT is small. From the properties of conditional expectation
(see [33, Ch. 2]) and integration by parts, we can write
pti ,ti <tmin (ti , ti < tmin )
Pr{ti < tmin }
R tmin
ti λT exp(−λT ti )dti
≈ 0
1 − exp(−λT tmin )


1
1
−
t
+
min
λT
λT exp(−λT tmin )
,
=
1 − exp(−λT tmin )

E{ti |ti < tmin } =

1
(exp(−λT tmin ) − 1) ,
λT

E{d2i (ui , vi )} = Pr{ti < tmin } · E{(tmin − ti )2 |ti < tmin }
≈ (1 − exp (−λT tmin ))

× t2min + E{t2i |ti < tmin }

− 2tmin E{ti |ti < tmin } ,

(12)

where the first moment of ti is given by (8), and we can
similarly derive the second moment of ti as
R tmin 2
ti λT exp(−λT ti )dti
2
E{ti |ti < tmin } ≈ 0
1 − exp(−λT tmin )


2
2
2
2
exp (−λT tmin )
−
t
+
+
2
min
λT
λT
λT
=
.
1 − exp (−λT tmin )
(13)
By substituting (8) and (13) into (12), the second moment
of d2i (ui , vi ) becomes


2
1
2 exp (−λT tmin )
E{d2i (ui , vi )} ≈ t2min +
,
− tmin −
λT λT
λ2T
(14)
thus, the variance of di (ui , vi ), σd2i , is
2

(8)

where pti ,ti <tmin (ti , ti < tmin ) is the joint probability that the
time between successive pulses has value ti and that ti < tmin .
We can substitute (8) into (7) and write the average delay as
di (ui , vi ) ≈ tmin +

The distribution of the total delay is not as readily tractable
as the distribution of a single spike. If we assume that all
of the delays are independent, the sum of the delays is
still a combinatorial problem due to the piecemeal behavior
of each delay’s distribution (see (10)). Instead, it is more
convenient to consider a normal approximation, where we
assume independent delays and that the number of spikes is
sufficiently large to apply the central limit theorem. First, we
need the second moment of a single spike’s delay, i.e.,

(9)

σd2i = E[d2i (~u, ~v )] − di (~u, ~v )
2tmin exp (−λT tmin )
1
[1 − exp (−2λT tmin )] −
,
≈
λT
λT
(15)
and the variance of the total delay is σd2 = (M − 1)σd2i . We
can then use the normal approximation to write the CDF of
the total delay as
"
!#
1
y − d (~u, ~v )
p
Pr(d (~u, ~v ) ≤ y) ≈
1 + erf
.
(16)
2
2σd2

which again we emphasize applies when i > 1.
We can use the same assumptions to write the distribution
of di (ui , vi ). From the properties of conditional expectation
The accuracy of (16) is sensitive to both the accuracy of the
and exponential random variables, it can be shown that the average delay (which assumes a low generation rate λ ) and
T
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the distortion is
the length of the sequence M .

0,
y<0

exp (−λT (tmin − y)) , y ∈ [0, tmin ]
Pr{di (ui , vi ) ≤ y} ≈
IV. F ILTER -BASED D ISTORTION M ETRICS

1,
y > tmin .
(10)
In this section, we present the filter-based metric model from
[11] for comparing spike trains and apply it to measure the
`p norm of the timing distortion between the target sequence
B. Total Sequence Delay
~u and the generated sequence ~v . For tractability we use the
From (9), we write the total expected delay d (~u, ~v ) as
discrete time model. We focus on the RMSE of the timing and


derive both the mean and the distribution of this distortion for
1
d (~u, ~v ) ≈ (M − 1) tmin +
(exp(−λT tmin ) − 1) . (11) finite filter lengths.
λT
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A. Filter-Based Model from [11]
The delay distortion is a rather simple metric to distinguish
between pairs of spike sequences. For example, the delay
distortion increases linearly with the length of the delay. To
enable more discretion in how to measure the distortion,
we consider filter-based metrics, as presented in [11]. These
metrics map spike trains onto the vector space of functions
via a filter kernel, and we can choose the kernel. The length
and structure of the kernel controls the sensitivity of the
distortion metric. [11] also presented edit distance metrics,
which use operations to convert one spike sequence into
the other. Additional alternatives include pairwise correlation,
Hunter-Milton similarity, event synchronization, and stochastic
event synchrony, as summarized in [34]. We focus here on the
filter-based metrics due to their performance with experimental
data (as shown in [11], [14]) and their analytical tractability.
We begin by mapping the spike trains ~u and ~v onto the
vector space of functions. A discrete time model of the `p
norm distortion in [11, Eq. (17)] between ~u and ~v is
!1/p
d (~u, ~v ) =

X

p

|f [n; ~u] − f [n; ~v ]|

,

(17)

n

where n is the time index and f [n; ·] is the mapping function
that maps a sequence to a vector space. We use a filter function
with a kernel h [n] and length ∆W , such that the sequence ~u
maps as
M
X
h [n − ui ] .
(18)
f [n; ~u] =
i=1

For ease of analysis, we are interested in kernels with a finite
number of taps. Other kernels considered in [11] include the
Gaussian filter and the exponential filter, but they are outside
the scope of this work. The exponential filter was also used in
[14], where it was shown that stimuli could be classified with
reasonable accuracy even though the average RMSE between
sequences from the same stimulus with dozens of spikes could
be as high as 25.

=

M X
X

h2 [n − ui ] +

n

i=1

i=1

{z

|

M X
M X
X

+2


!2  21
M
N
X X
X
d (~u, ~v ) = 
h [n − ui ] −
h [n − vi ] 

=

i=1

i=1

M
X


n

−2

i=1

M X
N
X
i=1 j=1

}

h [n − ui ] h [n − uj ] +
}

Target density
N X
N X
X

h [n − vi ] h [n − vj ]

|

−2

{z

}

Generated density
M X
N X
X

 12
h [n − ui ] h [n − vj ]  .

(19)

i=1 j=1 n

{z

|

Overlap measure

}

In (19), we label each of the terms that comprise d (~u, ~v ).
The two energy terms describe the energy of the two filtered
sequences. The density terms describe the proximity of the
individual spikes in each sequence to the other spikes in the
same sequence. The overlap measure describes the proximity
of the individual spikes in ~v to the spikes in ~u. It can be shown,
as expected, that the distortion is minimized to d(~u, ~v ) = 0
when the overlap measure is maximized, i.e., when ~v = ~u.
We have not yet placed any constraints on the forms of ~u, ~v ,
or the kernel h [n]. For simplification, we now impose that we
generate a sequence of the same length as the target sequence,
i.e., N = M , such that we can write the timing of each spike
in ~v as vi = ui + ai , where ai is the offset of the ith generated
spike from the target time. This is still more general than the
generation model in (4), but is sufficient for us to combine the
sequence energy terms and write the distortion as

M X
X
d (~u, ~v ) =2
h2 [n − ui ]
i=1
M
X

n
M
X

X

h [n − ui ] h [n − uj ]

n

!

We focus on analyzing the `2 norm, i.e., the Euclidean
distance or root mean square error (RMSE) between the two
sequences in vector space, which we will find is sensitive to
the timing of the individual spikes in ~u and ~v . From (17) and
(18), the distortion can be written as

X

{z

i=1 j=i+1 n

B. Filter-Based Metric with RMSE



n

Generated energy

{z

|

i=1 j=i+1

n

|

h2 [n − vi ]

i=1 j=i+1 n

+2



}

Target energy

+2

N X
X

!2
h [n − ui ]

+

N
X

!2
h [n − vi ]

i=1

 12
h [n − ui ] h [n − vj ] 

+

X

h [n − ui − ai ] h [n − uj − aj ]

n

−2

M X
M X
X

 12
h [n − ui ] h [n − uj − aj ]  .

i=1 j=1 n

(20)
Our notion of “proximity” between spikes when measuring
the overlap or density of sequences is particularly sensitive to
the length of the kernel h [n], i.e., the number of filter taps.
To explore this further, we consider a kernel of length ∆W =
1 discrete time slot before generalizing to any finite length
filter. Furthermore, we assume that the spike times in the target
sequence ~u are all unique (i.e., there is no more than one target
spike in a given slot), which is practical given that we will also
assume a low target spike generation rate.
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C. RMSE with Kernel of Length 1
If ∆W = 1, then from (19) the target density term must
be 0, i.e., there is no partial overlap between filtered spikes in
the same sequence. Every spike in ~v either perfectly matches
or misses a target spike; partial overlap between the two
sequences is not possible. Relative to other kernel lengths, the
overlap term is minimized. From the perspective of matching ~u
with ~v , this distortion measure discards every generated spike
that does not align perfectly with a target spike.
By applying a Kronecker delta kernel, where h [n] = δ[n],
the distortion in (20) becomes

M X
M 
  12
X
?
,
(21)
d (~u, ~v ) = 2M − 2
ui = uj + aj
i=1 j=1
?



where ui = uj + aj is an indicator function with value 1
when it is true. Eq. (21) has a form that we can readily evaluate
when given a specific target sequence ~u and an offset sequence
~a = {a1 , a2 , . . . , aM }. We emphasize that (21) makes no
assumptions about the offset value aj (except that each aj
term is an integer), and it accounts for generated spikes that
align with any target spike (not only the corresponding target).
However, the neuron must be re-charged after every spike
generation, thus the indicator function can only be true for
at most one value of j for every value of i (and vice versa).
We now consider the distribution of the distortion measure
d (~u, ~v ). For tractability, we make additional assumptions
about the target sequence and the offset sequence. We impose
that each offset aj must be a delay, i.e., aj ≥ 0, and the firing
times in ~v follow (4). We also assume that the target sequence
is sparse, such that it has no more than 2 spikes within any
interval of 2nmin slots, where nmin is the minimum number
of slots between spikes in ~v . Thus, each aj will only depend
on the values of the corresponding uj and uj−1 , such that we
are never waiting to generate more than 1 spike at a time.
By imposing these assumptions, a generated spike that occurs
at the same time as a target spike must be intended for that
target, and we can approximate the distortion in (21) as

M 
  12
X
?
d (~u, ~v ) ≈ 2M − 2
ai = 0
,
(22)
i=1

where the approximation is due to the sparsity assumption.
Let us consider whether the assumptions for (22) prevent

?
us from satisfying ui = uj + aj in (21) when ai 6= 0.
We can prove by contradiction that this is true. If ai 6= 0,

?
then ui = uj + aj could only be true for some i 6= j. We’ve
imposed that ai must be non-negative, so we can only consider
j < i. The most recent case that could satisfy the indicator
function would be j = i − 1, such that ui = ui−1 + ai−1 .
However, if ai−1 6= 0, then ui−1 − ui−2 < nmin , and the
timing of the (i − 2)th, (i − 1)th, and ith spikes violates our
assumption that there can be no more than 2 target spikes
within any interval of 2nmin slots. Consequently, we only need
to look for cases of ai = 0, which leads to (22).
From the approximate distortion in (22), we can find the
distribution and the expected value. First, we need the probability that ai = 0. Since ~u is increasing, the first offset

a1 = 0. For i > 1, we know that ai = 0 if there is sufficient
separation between the current and previous target spikes, i.e.,
if ui − ui−1 ≥ nmin . In analogy with a Poisson process in
continuous time, we assume that the number of slots separating
consecutive target spikes follows a geometric distribution with
probability gT ; see [35]. We also assume that gT is small, since
we assumed earlier that the target sequence is sparse. Thus,
we can estimate the probability that ai = 0, i > 1, as
Pr(ai = 0) ≈ Pr(ui − ui−1 ≥ nmin )
nmin −1

= (1 − gT )

,

(23)

where the approximation is due to the assumption that gT  1,
such that the probability that ai = 0 is a Bernoulli random
n −1
variable with success probability (1 − gT ) min . Furthermore,
PM
?
the summation X = i=2 (ai = 0), which is the number of
target spikes (after the initial spike) we can generate with no
delay, is a Binomial random variable with M − 1 trials and
value x. Using the properties of functions of random variables
(see [33, Ch. 2]), we can then write the expected distortion as
d (~u, ~v ) = E [d (~u, ~v )] ≈

M
−1
X

1

(2M − 2 − 2x) 2 p (x)

x=0
M
−1
X



M −1
x(n −1)
(1 − gT ) min
(2M − 2 − 2x)
=
x
x=0

M −1−x
n −1
× 1 − (1 − gT ) min
,
(24)
1
2

where p (x) is the probability mass function (PMF) of the
random variable X. If we write the distortion d (~u, ~v ) as a
random variable with value y, then the cumulative density
function (CDF) of the distortion is


1
Pr(d (~u, ~v ) ≤ y) ≈ Pr (2M − 2 − 2x) 2 ≤ y


y2
= Pr x ≥ M − 1 −
2


y2
y2
= I(1−gT )nmin −1 M − 1 − , 1 +
,
2
2
(25)
where I is the regularized incomplete beta function; see [36,
Eq. (6.6.2)].
D. RMSE with Kernel of Arbitrary Finite Length
If ∆W > 1, then partial overlap between spikes is possible,
and the degree of distortion is less sensitive to the precise
alignment of the spikes. For example, let us consider the
arbitrary case ∆W = L, such that the kernel is
h [n] =

L−1
X

hl δ[n − l].

(26)

l=0

A degree of overlap within a sequence can now occur
between any pair of spikes, so we cannot simplify the exact
expression for distortion in (20) without approximations. We
assume that the target sequence is sufficiently sparse so that
overlap can only occur between consecutive spikes, i.e., the
ith spike can overlap the (i + 1)th spike but not the (i + 2)th.

7

In other words, we assume that there are no more than 2 target
spikes within any interval of 2(nmin + L − 1) slots. Then, we
can write the density of the ith and (i + 1)th spikes in ~u as
X

h [n − ui ] h [n − ui+1 ] =

n

L−1
X

Z=
hn hn−bi ,

(27)

n=bi

if and only if the ith and (i + 1)th spikes are separated by
bi ∈ [1, L − 1] slots. An analogous expression can be written
for the density of consecutive spikes in the generated sequence
~v , though it only applies if the kernel length is longer than
the minimum charging time, i.e., if L > nmin . Furthermore,
from the sparsity assumption and by assuming the generation
model in (4), the only slots that can have overlap between the
filtered sequences ~u and ~v is when a spike can be generated at
the same time as its corresponding target with no delay, i.e.,
when ai = 0. Finally, we also repeat our assumption that the
number of slots separating consecutive target spikes follows
a geometric distribution with probability gT . Applying all of
these assumptions to (20) leads to

"
L−1
M
−1
L−1
X
X
X
?
2

d (~u, ~v ) ≈ 2M
hl + 2
(bi < L)
hn hn−bi
i=1

l=0
?

+ (ci < L)

L−1
X

n=bi

hn hn−ci

−2

 21
M
X
?
h2l
(ai = 0) ,

(28)

i=1

l=0

where the ith and (i + 1)th spikes in the generated sequence ~v
are separated by ci . For tractability in the statistical analysis,
we will find it useful to assume that ci ≥ L, ∀i, i.e., we ignore
the density of the generated sequence (which is valid anyway
if L ≤ nmin ). This assumption enables us to simplify (28) as

L−1
M
−1
L−1
X
X
X
?
hn hn−bi
(bi < L)
d (~u, ~v ) ≈2M
h2l + 2
i=1

l=0

−2

L−1
X

"
h2l

n=bi

#  12
M
X
?
1+
(ui − ui−1 ≥ nmin )  .
i=2

l=0

(29)
Unlike the case where ∆W = 1, we cannot readily write
the distribution of this distortion in an analytically tractable
form. However, we can determine the expected value and
use a normal approximation for the distribution. To write
the expected value of (29), we need to consider L random
variables. There are L − 1 random variables of the form Xb ,
which is the number of target spikes that are b slots after the
previous spike, i.e.,
Xb =

M
−1
X

?

(ui+1 − ui = b),

M
X
?
(ui − ui−1 ≥ nmin ),

(31)

i=2

which is a Binomial random variable with M −1 trials, success
probability (1 − gT )nmin −1 , and value z. Using the random
variables, we can rewrite (29) as
"
d (~u, ~v ) ≈ 2(M − 1 − Z)

L−1
X

h2l + 2

L−1
X

l=0

Xb

b=1

L−1
X

(30)

i=1

and each random variable of this form is a Binomial random
variable with M − 1 trials, success probability (1 − gT )b−1 gT ,

# 21
hn hn−b

.

n=b

(32)
From (32), we can approximate the expected distortion. The
difference between this case and ∆W = 1 is that we must
determine the joint PMF p (x1 , x2 , . . . , xL−1 , z) of L dependent Binomial random variables {X1 , X2 , . . . , XL−1 , Z}. We
derive the joint PMF using the multiplicative rule for joint
probabilities, i.e.,
p (x1 , x2 , . . . , xL−1 , z) = p (x2 , . . . , xL−1 , z|x1 ) p (x1 )
= p (x3 , . . . , xL−1 , z|x1 , x2 )
× p (x2 |x1 ) p (x1 ) ,

#

n=ci
L−1
X

and value xb . The other random variable, Z, is the number of
target spikes that are separated by at least nmin slots, i.e.

(33)

and so on, where p (x1 ) is the Binomial PMF with M − 1
trials and success probability gT . Given knowledge of x1 ,
there are fewer trials for X2 (reduced to M − 1 − x1 ) but
the success probability increases from (1 − gT )gT to gT .
Generally, given knowledge of {x1 , x2 , . . . , xi−1
then Xi is
P},
i−1
a Binomial random variable with M − 1 − b=1 xb trials
and success probability gT . However, given knowledge of
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xL−1 }, then the value of Z will depend on the
relative values of the filter length L and the minimumP
charging
L−1
time nmin . If L < nmin , then there are M − 1 − b=1 xb
trials with success probability (1 − gT )nmin −L . The expected
distortion can then be written as in (34) located at the top of the
following page. If L ≥ nmin , then Z is precisely known since
we already know the number of spikes that were separated by
less than the minimum charging time, so we can write
z =M −1−

nX
min −1

xb ,

(35)

b=1

and the expected distortion simplifies to the expression shown
in (36) at the top of the following page. The evaluations
of (34) and (36) have combinatorial complexity dependent
on the length L of the filter, because we need to account
for all combinations of partial overlap between the pairs of
consecutive target spikes in ~u.
As a simplifying special case, consider the filter length L =
2, whose mean we considered in [1]. In this case, two of our
assumptions are always true: only consecutive target spikes
can overlap, and if nmin > 1 (i.e., if the minimum charging
time is meaningful), then the density of the generated sequence
~v will be 0. Furthermore, we will have L < nmin , unless nmin =
2 (which is the smallest meaningful minimum charging time).
If we write the number of target spikes that are immediately
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d (~u, ~v ) ≈

M
−1
X

M −1−

···

x1 =0

=

PL−2

Xb =1

P
xb M −1− bL−1
=1 xb

X

xL−1 =0

"
2(M − 1 − z)

z=0

xb

# 12
hn hn−b

p (x1 , x2 , . . . , xL−1 , z)

n=b

L−1

PL−1

Xb =1

×

xb

"
2(M − 1 − z)

z=0

L−1
X

h2l + 2

l=0

L−1
X

xb

b=1

L−1
X

# 21
hn hn−b

n=b

PL−1 
M −1−PL−1
M − 1 − b=1 xb
b =1 xb −z
(1 − gT )z(nmin −L) 1 − (1 − gT )nmin −L
z

(34)

M −1− L−2
x

PL−1
Xb =1 b M − 1 − PL−2 xb  x
M − 1 x1
M −1−x1
b=1
gT (1 − gT )
···
gTL−1 (1 − gT )M −1− b =1 xb
x1
xL−1
x
=0
P

M
−1 
X
x1 =0

L−1

"
× 2

nX
min −1
b=1

xb

L−1
X
l=0

h2l + 2

L−1
X

xb

b=1

L−1
X

# 21
hn hn−b

MX
−1−x


1
(2M − 2 − 2z)(h20 + h21 ) + 2h0 h1 x 2

z=0

M −1−x
×
(1 − gT )z(nmin −2)
z
M −1−x−z
× 1 − (1 − gT )nmin −2
,

(36)

n=b

after the previous spike as X, then for L = 2 the expected
distortion expression of (34) simplifies to

M
−1 
X
M −1 x
gT (1 − gT )M −1−x
d (~u, ~v ) ≈
x
x=0
×

b=1

L−1
X

P

M −1−

d (~u, ~v ) ≈

L−1
X

M −1− L−2
x

PL−1
Xb =1 b M − 1 − PL−2 xb  x
M − 1 x1
M −1−x1
b=1
···
gT (1 − gT )
gTL−1 (1 − gT )M −1− b =1 xb
x1
xL−1
x
=0

x1 =0



h2l + 2

l=0

M
−1 
X

×

L−1
X

(37)

which uses fewer approximations than the case for general L.
We can use the expected distortion in (34) or (36) to
approximate the distribution of the distortion d (~u, ~v ). To use
a normal approximation (as we did for the total delay in
Section III), we only need to identify the variance σd2 , which
we can also evaluate using (34) or (36). The second moment
of the distortion can be found by evaluating (34) or (36) but
removing the square root. The square of the expected distortion
is found by squaring (34) or (36). By writing the distortion as
a random variable with value y, its CDF has the same form as
the normal approximation of the total delay distortion in (16).
E. Consideration of Infinite Kernels
A comparison between (21) and (34) demonstrates the
increase in complexity when there is partial overlap between
filtered spikes. This approach is not suitable for infinitelylong kernels. Asymptotic analysis, where the discrete model
becomes continuous as the time slot goes to 0, is of interest
nevertheless. We leave such considerations for future work.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the distortion
metrics between target and stimulated spikes that we derived

in Sections III and IV. We generate target sequences as a
Poisson process in continuous time and as a geometric process
in discrete time. To make the two time models analogous, we
use discrete time slots of length ∆t = 0.5 ms and consider a
target spike probability of gT ∈ [10−3 , 1] in every slot. Since
gT = ∆tλT , this corresponds to target spike generation rate
range λT ∈ [2, 2000] s−1 . All simulations of average distortion
(either delay or RMSE) are averaged over 104 sequences
for each λT or gT , and each simulated distortion CDF is
generated by simulating 105 sequences. We have confirmed
that the numbers of realizations were sufficient for 95%
confidence intervals to be much smaller than the displayed
marker size, so for clarity we do not plot confidence intervals.
Unless otherwise noted, we consider a minimum charging time
tmin = 2 ms (i.e., nmin = 4 slots), which is within the range of
values discussed in Section II and also comparable to a typical
neuron refractory period; see [2, Ch. 45].
A. Delay-Based Distortion
To assess the delay distortion, we assume that the target
sequence ~u has M = 200 spikes. When we measure the delay
for a single spike (either the average or the distribution), we
ignore the zero delay for the initial spike in ~u.
We plot the average delay distortion in Fig. 3 on a log-log
scale as a function of the target sequence generation rate λT .
We plot the delay per pulse and the total delay per sequence
of 200 pulses. The simulated distortion is found by evaluating
(6) for each pulse. The only difference between the individual
and total delay is that the average total delay is M − 1 = 199
times greater than the individual delay for any λT .
The expected analytical distortion for the delay of individual spikes and the cumulative delay plotted in Fig. 3 is
calculated using the closed form expressions given in (9) and
(11), respectively. We observe that the analytical expressions
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1.2

Total Delay

100
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10−4
Individual Delay

10−6

101

102
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Cumulative Distribution Probability

Average Delay Distortion [s]

Simulation
Expected

1

0.8
Total Delay
0.6

λT = {10, 20, 30, 40, 60} s−1

0.4

0.2

10−3

10−2

Distortion [s]

Target Generation Rate λT [s ]
−1

Fig. 3. Average delay distortion d (~
u, ~v ) as a function of the target generation
rate λT . The target sequence has a length of M = 200 spikes, and the
minimum time that we must wait before generating another spike in ~v is
tmin = 2 ms. The total (cumulative) delay for a given sequence is the sum of
the individual delays.

Simulation (Total)
Simulation (Individual)
Expected

Individual Delay
λT = {10, 20, 40, 60} s−1

Fig. 4. Distribution of the delay distortion d (~
u, ~v ) for different values of
target generation rate λT . The target sequence has a length of M = 200
spikes, and the minimum time that we must wait before generating another
spike in ~v is tmin = 2 ms.

B. Filter-Based Distortion
are accurate for λT < 40 s−1 , i.e., when assuming a low
generation rate is valid. Within this range, the average delay
increases linearly with λT . For λT ≥ 40 s−1 , the probability
of more than 2 pulses within an interval of 2tmin becomes
non-negligible and the delay for a given spike is more likely
to depend on the timing of multiple previous spikes. Thus, the
expected delays, which assume that any single spike’s delay
is within [0, tmin ), are lower bounds and become less accurate
as λT increases. Asymptotically, as λT → ∞, it can be
shown3 that the average simulated delay for an individual spike
(ignoring the first spike) will approach tmin M/2 = 200 ms.
Similarly, from (9), the expected delay for an individual spike
as λT → ∞ approaches tmin = 2 ms.
We plot the CDF versus the delay distortion in Fig. 4
for a selection of target generation rates λT ≤ 60 s−1 . The
expected distribution for a single spike’s delay is calculated
using (10), and the cumulative delay is calculated using (16).
Unlike Fig. 3, we observe a meaningful difference in Fig. 4
between the individual and total delays. This is because the
distribution of a single spike’s delay is relatively narrow and
there is a high probability of no delay for the generation rates
considered. However, the total delays are easier to distinguish.
We also observe that the normal approximation is suitable for
the expected total delay, in part due to the long length M of the
target sequence (validating use of the central limit theorem),
although its accuracy is limited as λT increases.
Overall, we have observed how the charging time places a
constraint on our ability to generate spikes at arbitrary times,
which also ultimately limits the amount of information that
the neurons can carry. This general result is intuitive for a
delay-based distortion measure, but we have presented an
analytical model that enables us to make predictions about
the distribution of this distortion.
3 If λ
u = {0, 0, . . . , 0}, ~v = {0, tmin , 2tmin . . . , (M −
T → ∞, then ~
1)tmin }, and each element in ~v is equal to the corresponding delay.

We now assess the filter-based distortion where we consider
the RMSE metric (i.e., the `2 norm). Due to the combinatorial
complexity when calculating the expected distortion using (34)
and (36), i.e., when ∆W = 2, we reduce the target sequence
length ~u to M = 20 spikes. For the filter with ∆W = 1 tap, we
consider the Kronecker delta kernel so that we can apply the
results from Section IV-C. For a filter with any other number
1
L of taps, we consider the lth coefficient hl = L− 2 , so that
each coefficient is weighted equally and the sum of the squares
of the coefficients is equal to that of the Kronecker delta.
In Fig. 5, we measure the average RMSE as a function of
the target spike generation probability gT for a) the filter of
length ∆W = 1 and b) the filter of length ∆W = 2. We use
two methods to calculate the simulated distortion. The true
simulated distortion is measured using (21) and (20) for the
filters of length ∆W = 1 and ∆W = 2, respectively. We
approximate the simulated distortion using (22) for ∆W = 1
and (29) for ∆W = 2, where we assume that gT is sufficiently
low, i.e., that ~u is sparse. The expected analytical curves are
plotted using (24) for ∆W = 1 and (37) for ∆W = 2 and
also assume that ~u is sparse.
We observe in Fig. 5a) that all three curves for ∆W = 1
agree well when gT < 4 %, such that the timing of a given
generated spike in ~v primarily depends on the timing of only
one previous spike in ~u. For gT ≥ 4 %, we often have two
or more spikes within an interval of 2nmin slots, i.e., spikes
occur sufficiently often that multiple previous spikes in ~u
affect the timing of spikes in ~v . This generally leads to the
expected distortion acting as a lower bound. However, for very
high spike generation probabilities, i.e., gT ≥ 40 %, the true
distortion becomes lower than that predicted by the expected
curve. This is because there are so many target spikes in ~u
that delayed spikes in ~v are likely to occur at the same time as
future spikes in ~u, i.e., ui = uj +aj for some j < i. Examples
of this are shown in Fig. 6. Such occurrences are not accounted
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Root Mean Square Error Distortion with ∆W = 1

0
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10−2
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10−1

Target Generation Probability gT
Fig. 5. Average RMSE d (~
u, ~v ) as a function of the target firing probability
gT in each time slot, for filter kernel length a) ∆W = 1 and b) ∆W = 2.
The target sequence has a length of M = 20 spikes, and we are constrained
by a charging time of nmin = 4 slots when generating spikes in ~v .

Target Sequence
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2
u1
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6

7
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v3
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v4

12

Generated Sequence
1

2
v1

3
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5
v2

Fig. 6. Example of target sequence matching in discrete time, where the
target sequence ~
u has a high spike generation probability and the generated
sequence ~v is constrained by a charging time of nmin = 3 slots. Slots are
labeled chronologically. ~
u has 6 pulses (at start of slots shown in blue). ~v can
match the first pulse (green, in the 2nd slot), but the spikes in the 5th and
11th slots (yellow) match future spikes that are not the corresponding target
spikes. The spike in the 8th slot (red) does not match any target spike. The
spikes in ~v to match u5 and u6 occur after the 12th slot and are not shown.

for in the derivations of the approximations, where spikes in ~v
must align with the corresponding spikes in ~u, but from (21)
these asynchronous overlaps lead to a smaller true distortion,
which saturates as gT → 1. Thus, the expected distortion is a
lower bound in the “low density” regime but an upper bound in
the “high density” regime. We also note that the approximate
simulated distortion converges to the expected distortion as
gT → 1. This is because every spike generated after the initial
one has no overlap with its corresponding target spike, so
both distortion √measures are√maximized to the same value,
i.e., d (~u, ~v ) = 2M − 2 = 38.
For ∆W = 2, Fig. 5b) also shows that the expected
distortion is a lower bound on the approximate simulated
distortion and all distortions saturate as gT → 1. The lower
bound is accurate for low gT (here when gT < 5 %) and then
converges when gT → 1. However, unlike the ∆W = 1 case,
we see that the expected distortion for ∆W = 2 is an upper

Fig. 7. Distribution of RMSE d (~
u, ~v ) when the metric kernel has length
∆W = 1. Target firing probabilities of gT = {1, 5, 25}% are considered.
The target sequence has a length of M = 20 spikes, and we are constrained
by a charging time of nmin = 4 slots when generating spikes in ~v .

bound on the true distortion for all gT . This is a side effect
of the longer filter; non-zero overlap occurs between a target
spike in ~u and the corresponding spike in ~v when the latter
is generated with a one-slot delay. Such “imperfect” overlap
reduces the measure of distortion calculated using (20) but is
not accounted for in the approximate or expected distortion.
Now that we have assessed the average RMSE distortion,
we consider its distribution. We plot the distribution of the
RMSE for the filter of length ∆W = 1 in Fig. 7. We consider
the CDF for three values of target spike generation probability,
i.e., gT = {1, 5, 25}%. The simulated distortion distributions
are generated from the same equations used to observe the
average distortion in Fig. 5a), i.e., (21) and (22) are used to
measure the true and approximate distortions, respectively. The
expected CDF is calculated using (25). In Fig. 7, we observe
good agreement between the true RMSE distribution and that
observed and calculated assuming low gT when gT = 1 %.
Slight deviations from the true distribution are observed for
gT = 5 %, and larger deviations are observed for gT = 25 %.
Overall, the accuracy of the approximations is consistent with
that observed for the average distortion in Fig. 5a). If we also
included the distortion CDFs for gT = 100 %, then we would
observe that they are step functions that transition at the corresponding “average” distortions in Fig. 5a). This is because the
target sequence (and correspondingly the generated sequence)
becomes deterministic in this case, with a spike in each of the
first M time slots.
Fig. 8 plots the distribution of the RMSE for the filter
of length ∆W = 2 with target generation probabilities
gT = {1, 5, 25}%. The simulated distortion distributions are
generated from the same equations used to observe the average
distortion in Fig. 5b), i.e., (20) and (29) are used to measure the
true and approximate distortions, respectively. The expected
CDF is calculated using (16), where the mean and standard
deviation are calculated using (37). The deviations between
the simulated and expected distributions are larger than they
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are for the case of ∆W = 1, as a result of less accuracy in
the average RMSE and also due to the normal approximation.
Analogously to the discussion for Fig. 7, distortion CDFs for
gT = 100 % would appear as step functions corresponding to
the “average” values in Fig. 5b).
We consider longer filter lengths in Fig. 9, where we plot
the average RMSE as a function of the filter length ∆W for
different minimum charging times tmin = {2, 10} ms, which
correspond here in discrete time to nmin = {4, 20} slots. The
target firing probability is gT = 1 %, which is sparse for
relatively low values of nmin . For ∆W > 2, the expected
analytical points are calculated using (36) or (34) (depending
on whether ∆W = L ≥ nmin , respectively). The expected
points are calculated using (24) and (37) for ∆W = 1 and
∆W = 2, respectively. The actual simulated distortion is
calculated using (21) and (20), and the approximate simulated
distortion is calculated using (22) and (29), for ∆W = 1
and ∆W ≥ 2, respectively. For tmin = 2 ms, the expected
distortion is in good agreement with the approximate simulated
distortion, which verifies both (36) and (34). Interestingly,
we observe that the actual simulated distortion decreases
with increasing ∆W , whereas the expected and approximate
simulated distortion increases with increasing ∆W . This is
because a longer filter leads to a greater chance of filtered
sequences partially overlapping, but also imposes a greater
separation of pulses for the sparsity assumption to be valid.
Finally, in Fig. 10, we measure the RMSE as a function of
the target spike generation probability gT for various minimum
charging times and filter lengths. Specifically, we consider
charging times tmin = {2, 5, 10, 15} ms, which correspond
to nmin = {2, 4, 10, 20} slots, and test filter lengths ∆W ∈
{1, 2, 3}. To facilitate the comparison, we only plot the true
RMSE for each filter (i.e., using (21) for ∆W = 1 and (20)
for ∆W ∈ {2, 3}).
In Fig. 10, we see that for lower target firing probabilities,
i.e., gT < 10%, the RMSEs of the ∆W ∈ {2, 3} filters

4

5

Fig. 9. Average RMSE d (~
u, ~v ) as a function of the filter length ∆W . A
target firing probability of gT = 1 % is considered. The target sequence has a
length of M = 20 spikes, and we vary the charging time tmin . The minimum
wait times tmin = {2, 10} ms correspond to nmin = {4, 20} slots. The actual
simulated d (~
u, ~v ) decreases with increasing ∆W , whereas the approximation
of d (~
u, ~v ) (and its expected value) increases with increasing ∆W .

Observed Root Mean Square Error Distortion

Fig. 8. Distribution of RMSE d (~
u, ~v ) when the metric kernel has length
∆W = 2. Target firing probabilities of gT = {1, 5, 25}% are considered.
The target sequence has a length of M = 20 spikes, and we are constrained
by a charging time of nmin = 4 slots when generating spikes in ~v .

3

Filter Kernel Length ∆W

Root Mean Square Error Distortion with ∆W = 2
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∆W = 1
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∆W = 3
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tmin = {2, 5, 10, 15} ms
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nmin = {4, 10, 20, 30}
0
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Target Generation Probability gT
Fig. 10. Average observed (i.e., simulated) RMSE d (~
u, ~v ) as a function of the
target firing probability gT in each time slot. We vary the number nmin of slots
that it takes to charge the neuron, and consider metric kernels with lengths
∆W ∈ {1, 2, 3} slots. The minimum wait times tmin = {2, 5, 10, 15} ms
correspond to nmin = {4, 10, 20, 30} slots.

approach that of the length 1 filter as nmin increases. This
should not be surprising, since the relative length of the filter
decreases as nmin increases, and we defined the sum of the
square of the coefficients to be the same for each filter. Over
this range of gT , the RMSE also decreases with increasing
filter length, as we observed in Fig. 9. The reason for this
is the same reason why the expected distortion was an upper
bound on the observed distortion in Fig. 5; partial overlap
between spikes in ~u and ~v reduces the measure of distortion
but partial overlap cannot occur when the filter length is only
1 slot. Interestingly, for each nmin there is a gT beyond which
the RMSEs with filter lengths ∆W ∈ {2, 3} become larger
than that with filter length 1. We can understand this from
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(20); the partial overlap between spikes in ~u and ~v , which
reduces distortion, becomes less likely with increasing nmin ,
whereas the density of ~u, which increases distortion, increases
with gT . Thus, the RMSEs for filter lengths ∆W ∈ {2, 3}
continue to increase with increasing gT , whereas the RMSE
for filter length 1 saturates.
The filter-based distortion results give us insight into the
importance of the filter length. For a sufficiently low target
spike generation rate, a longer filter places less emphasis on
the precise timing of the spikes. However, this observation
is not reflected in the simplified distortion model and our
analytical results (see Fig. 9). Further work is required to
effectively account for these dynamics. Also, as with the delaybased distortion, we observe the impact of the charging time
as a constraint on matching target sequences.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we used a simple optogenetic model for
externally stimulating a neuron and generating spike trains.
Given a constraint on the neuron’s charging time, we measured
the distortion in a spike train from a target train. We measured
the distortion as either the delay in generating a spike or as
the filtered train’s RMSE from the filtered target sequence.
We derived both the mean and the distribution of the distortion
under the assumption that the spike generation rate in the target
sequence is sufficiently low.
This is a preliminary work to understand the information
carried in an externally-generated sequence of neuron pulses.
We seek to model how well pulse sequences with sufficiently
small deviations can carry the same information. For example,
with experimental neuron firing data (such as that in [14]), and
an appropriate distortion measure and distortion threshold, we
might become able predict the likelihood that 2 given neuron
pulse sequences were in response to the same stimulus.
There are also a number of opportunities to expand our analysis. For example, we may adopt more biologically plausible
membrane potential models, including those reviewed in [17],
we may use more realistic optogenetic models, such as those
in [29], and we may consider alternative metrics to compare
sequences, such as those reviewed in [34]. Our analysis only
considered the stimulation of the sensory neuron, but our
approach for comparing sequences could also be applied to
study the propagation of spikes either along a neuron or to
other neurons.
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